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For every house has a builder, but the one who built everything is God. – Hebrews 3:4

In this Series we have asserted that … We are Not all that
we _______________, but we must be growing toward
what we Should Be … ________ we are going find
__________________ in our Faith Journey.
Hebrews 3 introduces us to …
A comparison of _______________ and _______________
The ____________________ of God

Truth for Life
January 9, 2022
(Questions and Scriptures for further study)
1. Hebrews 3 introduces us to need to encourage one another. Can you
think of a time in your life when someone provided some biblical
encouragement that helped you avoid making a bad decision or choosing
to sin? What did they do or say that caused you to listen to their input?
2. The deception of sin has been a constant throughout history. Every
human has struggled with sin’s ability to deceive us starting with Adam
and Eve. Read Joshua 7:20-21 and James 1:13-15. What similarities do
you see in the example of Achan with James’ description of the process
of sin? What differences? What can we learn from these 2 passages that
could help us avoid the pitfalls of deception?

The Potential to not _________________________

Christ, His Family, and the Wilderness … Hebrew 3
I.

Christ and Moses … Hebrews 3:1-6
Cp. Num. 12:6-8; 1 Cor. 4:2; 1 Thess. 2:3-6; Col 1:15-23

a. Christ _______ the House; Moses ____ the House
b. Christ is the ________; Moses is the _____________
c. As followers of Christ, we are that ____________
/________ as Moses was.
II. A Really Big Principle in a 2 Letter Word … Hebrews 3:6, 14

Do you know of someone today that is struggling with sin’s deception.
What truth could you learn from these 2 passages that could help you
encourage this person? What warning might you give them?
3. Read Philippians 2:1-4 in a few translations. What attitudes and actions
can you identify? How could each one of the attitudes/actions serve to
help create a community where we can be genuinely known, lovingly
supported and honestly challenged?
Which attitude or action found in this passage do you think is most
important for creating an encouraging community?
Which attitude or action found in this passage is hardest for you to
maintain or put into practice?

Cp. Mark 4:17; John 5:24; 10:28; Heb. 2:1; 3:6, 14; 6:11

a. The Condition is focused on __________ we Are,
not who we are ____________________
b. Salvation cannot be __________
c. The Call is to ____________________
III. An Example and a Warning … Hebrews 3:6-19
Cp. Numbers 11:5-6; 1 Cor. 10:11; Gal. 6:9; Jam 2:14-26

a. _______________ the Course
b. We need Faith for __________; not just Faith to
_______________

4. Pastor David made this statement to wrap up this message. “Growing in
obedience to God happens in the mundane experiences of life over a
long period of time, often without immediate gratification for our effort.”
Do you agree or disagree? Why? How have you seen this truth lived out
in your life?

Appointment with God – Prayer Focus
As we commit to expand the opportunity for may we persist … proclaim
the message; persist in it whether convenient or not: rebuke, correct, AND
encourage with great patience and teaching. (2 Timothy 4:2) … and may we
hunger for relationship with the Lord. Pray that we receive the living
and powerful word of God which is sharper than a two-edged sword, allowing it
to penetrate as far as the division of soul and spirit. (Hebrews 4:12)
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For every house has a builder, but the one who built everything is God. – Hebrews 3:4

In this Series we have asserted that … We are Not all that
we Should Be, but we must be growing toward what we
Should Be … IF we are going find Fulfillment in our Faith
Journey.
Hebrews 3 introduces us to …
A comparison of Moses and Christ
The Family of God

Truth for Life
January 9, 2022
(Questions and Scriptures for further study)
1. Hebrews 3 introduces us to need to encourage one another. Can you
think of a time in your life when someone provided some biblical
encouragement that helped you avoid making a bad decision or choosing
to sin? What did they do or say that caused you to listen to their input?
2. The deception of sin has been a constant throughout history. Every
human has struggled with sin’s ability to deceive us starting with Adam
and Eve. Read Joshua 7:20-21 and James 1:13-15. What similarities do
you see in the example of Achan with James’ description of the process
of sin? What differences? What can we learn from these 2 passages that
could help us avoid the pitfalls of deception?

The Potential to not Finish Well

Christ, His Family, and the Wilderness … Hebrew 3
I.

Christ and Moses … Hebrews 3:1-6
Cp. Num. 12:6-8; 1 Cor. 4:2; 1 Thess. 2:3-6; Col 1:15-23

a. Christ built the House; Moses led the House
b. Christ is the Son; Moses is the Servant
c. As followers of Christ, we are that
House/Family as Moses was.
II. A Really Big Principle in a 2 Letter Word … Hebrews 3:6, 14

Do you know of someone today that is struggling with sin’s deception.
What truth could you learn from these 2 passages that could help you
encourage this person? What warning might you give them?
3. Read Philippians 2:1-4 in a few translations. What attitudes and actions
can you identify? How could each one of the attitudes/actions serve to
help create a community where we can be genuinely known, lovingly
supported and honestly challenged?
Which attitude or action found in this passage do you think is most
important for creating an encouraging community?
Which attitude or action found in this passage is hardest for you to
maintain or put into practice?

Cp. Mark 4:17; John 5:24; 10:28; Heb. 2:1; 3:6, 14; 6:11

a. The Condition is focused on who we Are, not
who we are Becoming
b. Salvation cannot be Lost
c. The Call is to Maintain Assurance
III. An Example and a Warning … Hebrews 3:6-19
Cp. Numbers 11:5-6; 1 Cor. 10:11; Gal. 6:9; Jam 2:14-26

a. Stay the Course
b. We need Faith for Living; not just Faith to
Escape

4. Pastor David made this statement to wrap up this message. “Growing in
obedience to God happens in the mundane experiences of life over a
long period of time, often without immediate gratification for our effort.”
Do you agree or disagree? Why? How have you seen this truth lived out
in your life?

Appointment with God – Prayer Focus
As we commit to expand the opportunity for may we persist … proclaim
the message; persist in it whether convenient or not: rebuke, correct, AND
encourage with great patience and teaching. (2 Timothy 4:2) … and may we
hunger for relationship with the Lord. Pray that we receive the living
and powerful word of God which is sharper than a two-edged sword, allowing it
to penetrate as far as the division of soul and spirit. (Hebrews 4:12)

